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“Linguists in the mentalist tradition understand 
the “grammar of a language” as spelling out 
explicitly the repertoire of phonological, syntactic, 
and semantic structures in terms of which a 
speaker can construct u:erances in comprehension 
and production. This tradition originates with 
generative grammar (Chomsky, 1965), but also 
includes numerous alternative approaches such as 
Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 2004), 
Cognitive Grammar (Lakoff, 1987; Langacker, 
1994), and some strains of Construction Grammar 
(Goldberg, 1995, 2006)”	

Ray Jackendoff, “In Defense of Theory” 
Rumelhart Award Lecture, July 25th 2014°  	



•  Do we still need to care about making explicit the 
structures of language?	

•  Which kind of representational structures do we need?	

Linguistic Structure in the Era of Deep Learning	



Structures in Syntax	



Structures of Meaning	



•  Discrete and rigid	
•  hard to tackle gradience, fuzziness, etc.	

•  Too stipulative and a priori	
•  hard to identify the primitives and the atomic elements of 

such representations (e.g., the repertoire of semantic types) 	

•  Limited explicative power of empirical linguistic facts	
•  many semantic phenomena hard to tackle or require to 

complicate the semantic machinery	

•  Lack of sound methods to learn them	
•  semantic acquisition (often) left out of the picture	

What I did not Like in such Semantic Structures 	



•  Continuous representations	
•  easier to tackle gradience, fuzziness, etc.	

•  Less stipulative	
•  no need to assume a priori semantic primitives	

•  Come with a method to learn semantic representations	
•  semantic acquisition back in the game	

BUT…	
•  Limited explicative power of several linguistic facts	

•  many semantic phenomena (still) left out of the picture	

What I DO Like in Distributional (Vector Space) Semantics	



•  Vectors, matrices, tensors, etc.	

Are the Structures of  Distributional Semantics  
Expressive Enough?	

•  Continuous space of similarity relations	
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•  Concepts are not simply list of features (either distributional or 
sensory-motor)	
•  cf. concepts also contain complex “theories”, i.e. structures of 

a:ributes	
»  a car moves because there is a driver, cars need gasoline to move, etc.	

•   My car ran out of gas in Bologna, then I drove it to Bolzano.	
	
•  Events have complex structures	

•  John bought a book from Mary. She used the money for a pizza	
•  ?? John borrowed a book from Mary. She used the money for a pizza	
•  John borrowed the book from Mary on Tuesday. She will read it next 

Wednesday	
•  ?? John bought the book From Mary on Tuesday. She will read it on 

Wednesday.	

Structures in Meanings	



•  Events have complex structures	
•  ?? John has burnt the booki today. He will read iti tomorrow.	
•   John has burnt the book today. He had read it yesterday.	
	
•  The thiefi [has shot [the woman] [with a gun]]. Hei had bought the 

gun yesterday.	
•  ?? The thief [has shot [the woman]i [with a gun]]. Shei had bought the 

gun yesterday.	

•  ?? The thiefi [has NOT shot [the woman] [with a gun]]. Hei had 
bought the gun yesterday.	

Structures in Meanings	



•  ‘What is the use of a book,' thought Alice 'without pictures or 
conversations?’	

(Visual) Semantics without Structure	

•  Down the rabbit-hole	



N. Cohn (2014), “You're a good structure, Charlie Brown: The distribution of 
narrative categories in comic strips”, Cognitive Science, 38(7): 1317-1359	
	

The Structure of Visual Sequences	



•  Dimensionality reduction (cf. SVD, neural 
embeddings) find “latent structures” in the 
data	

•  In ANN structures are claimed to be 
implicitly encoded in some hierarchy of 
hidden layers or weights	

•  They might be able to encode the semantic 
structures we need, but we still do not 
know whether this is the case	

Are  the “Latent  Structures “ the  Semantic 
Structure we are Looking for / Need?	



The gardener cut the grass in the villa with a lawn-mower.	
	
•  Current types of contexts for cut in distributional semantics:	

•  the sentence itself	

•  the words surrounding it (bag of linear words)	

•  the syntactically marked words surrounding it (bag of syntactic 
words)	

•  We still miss more structured contexts (constructions?)	

Are the Linguistic Contexts that  we use  in 
Distributional Semantics enough?	



Are the Linguistic Contexts that  we use  in 
Distributional Semantics enough?	

J. Elman (2011), “Lexical knowledge without a lexicon”, The Mental Lexicon, 6(1): 1-33	



•  I am NOT saying that there semantic structures that are 
unlearnable by ANNs or by vector-space models	

•  I am arguing that THERE ARE structures all the way up 
the cognitive levels and that such structures can and must 
be represented as vectors	
•  they CAN, because at some level such structures are encoded 

as neural structures in the brain	
•  they MUST, because such semantic structures are part and 

parcel of the way we organize knowledge (both linguistic and 
non-linguistic one)	

•  So, structures DO exist and we must	
•  find the right way to discover and represent them	
•  find the right mapping onto neural representations	

Structures and Neural Networks	



•  Behavioral and brain data about sentence processing (e.g. 
ERPs) are very relevant also for computational models of 
compositionality in distributional semantics	

•  Syntactic structure is not always fully analyzed and 
exploited to extract meaning (cf. also partially ill-formed 
structures)	
cf. “GoodEnough Models” of sentence processing	
	

•  Additive and syntactic/functional models of composition 
might need to co-exist and the real issue is when each is 
used and under which conditions	

Look at Behavioral and Brain Data	



•  Suppose that	
•  John Smith has got the perfect Machine Translation system, the 

winning Question Answering system, etc.	
•  John has achieved such outstanding results only using large 

quantity of data and an incredibly smart Deep Learning 
architecture	

•  its systems have human-like performance, etc. 	

•  Should John Smith care about linguistic and knowledge structure?	

Should We (and AI) Care at all about Structure?	



“Without the sensuous faculty no 
object would be given to us, and 
without the understanding no 
object would be thought. Thoughts 
without content are void; intuitions 
without conceptions, blind.”	

On Data and Structures	



Which Level of Semantic Representation?	

Symbolic (Formal) Level	
	
	
	

Neural Network Level	
	
	
	

???????	
	
	
	



“It is empiricist in the belief that the justification of a 
scientific theory must drive deep into the quantitative 
measure of real-world data, both experimental and 
observational, and it is empiricist in seeing continuity 
(rather than rupture or discontinuity) between the careful 
treatment of large-scale data and the desire to develop 
elegant high-level theories. To put that last point slightly 
differently, it is not an empiricism that is skeptical of 
elegant theories, or worried that the elegance of a theory 
is a sign of its disconnect from reality.” 	

J. Goldsmith (2015), “Towards a new empiricism in linguistics” in Chater et al. 
(eds.), Empiricsm and Language Learnability, Oxoford, Oxford University Press: 58	

Empiricisms, Theory, and Structure	



•  Keep on looking for structures, and structured semantic objects!	
•  we still need satisfactory ways to capture and represent the structure 

in EVENTS, event sequences, and the way they are expressed, 
encoded in, and reconstructured from language	

•  how to model the linguistic contexts from which to extract 
distributional information	
» we are able to extract much more information than local co-

occurrences	
•  Look for “the right type of structure”!	

•  able to cope with gradience	
•  be:er match with empirical data	
•  be:er match with neuroscientific data	
•  learnable	
•  reducing the amount of stipulations	

•  Propose methods to test the presence of structure, its satisfaction 
or violation	

What Should We Linguists Do in the Era of 
Deep Learning?	



Grazie! Danke! Thanks! 	


